CREATE-X PREVIEW DAY 2019

STARTUP LAUNCH

STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM (3rd floor)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26
5 – 7 pm
BackBar Solutions
Automated cocktail dispensing for high volume bars.
backbarsolutions.com

BUTI Diners
Simplify the ordering, payment, and customer engagement process for partner restaurants.
butidiners.com

Cheff
Owners of local restaurant chains will purchase an Inventory management platform so they can make data-driven decisions and reduce operational costs.
www.chef.io

FarmBiotic
We are creating an all-natural alternative to antibiotics that will be used for raising baby chicks to improve their health.
farmbiotic.weebly.com

Liaise
Flat App has monthly meals memberships at healthy restaurants for one flat price. Restaurants will have in-store hardware loaded with the app.

Poultrygeist
Poultrygeist provides solutions that allow farmers and integrators the ability to remotely monitor and adjust the conditions inside of poultry houses.
thespoilastgeist.com

Worm Bin Project
The Worm Bin is an automated vermicomposting (composting with worms) device that takes out the hassle in composting organic waste.

Aerodyme Technologies
We are working on a device that affixes to the rear of a tractor-trailer to aid in the aerodynamics/increase gas mileage.
aerodymetech.com

Board Off
Board Off helps watersports centers handle every aspect of their day-to-day management while growing their customer base and increasing revenue.
https://board-off.com

Countable Technologies
Countable uses Wi-Fi technology to provide retail stores with a foot traffic data platform, allowing for optimized staffing and more effective marketing.
www.mycountable.com
Highview Tech
Real-time parking lots information for drivers and real-time data analysis for lot owners.
highviewtechnologies.com

LADgistics
A platform that brings trucking into 2019, using GPS to provide real-time updates and ETAs.
www.ladgistics.com

Luddite Technologies
Neural network password cracking for human generated password security audits and password security tools.

Pelori
Robotic Orchestration Software Platform.
pelori.io

Sticker Society
Shopping app that allows you to choose or customize 2D or 3D wall decor. Augmented reality supported to view the results.
wallway.art

Baked Potatoes
Baked Potato is a community-based entertainment platform geared towards medicinal cannabis users.
bakedpotato.tv

Cyndelic
A to-do app that uses AI-produced quizzes and a vast selection of predefined tasks in it’s “task store” to increase productivity.

HANDLD
HANDLD allows cyclists to identify and record violations of safe passing laws across the nation for safe route mapping and insurance purposes.
www.handldcycling.com

Knot-Aide
A ring used to ease, speed up, and facilitate teaching the process of tying fishing knots. For all, from first-time fishers to expert anglers.
knotaide.com

Nix
The vape for people who are sick of vaping.
www.quitwithnix.com
Afrithmetic
We create and host culturally relevant STEM programs and events for all families.
afarithmetic.org
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Brainstream Tutoring
An online group tutoring platform that allows students affordable tutoring while providing higher wages for tutors.
brainstreamtutoring.com
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Dean + Golden Education
We partner with schools to mend resource gaps in personnel and finances through a la carte style test prep, college advising, and mentorship offerings.
deangolden.com
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Edicratic
Edicratic is a free crowdsourced platform where college applicants can get feedback on their essays from multiple students currently attending their dream school.
www.edicratic.com
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MEGALY
This project will revolutionize engineering education by replacing traditional textbooks with affordable hands-on experiments.
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Sora Schools
Sora is an online, project-based high school where students explore their interests, learn however is best for them, and gain valuable exposure to future careers and fields of work.
www.soraschools.com
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YourThings
YourThings provides a comprehensive security evaluation of home-based smart devices to inform users of good and poor devices.
https://YourThings.info
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Walimu
Walimu is an Esports Coaching Marketplace.
walimu.gg
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MoneyPie
Start saving responsibly using incentives and penalties to make sure you keep on track.
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Ryze
Crypto Investing on Autopilot.
ryzecrypto.com
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Sima
Sima is a peer to peer platform that simplifies lending between friends and families.
getsima.com

Unlease
Unlease provides fully-furnished, mid-term rental accommodations to on-the-go renters.
www.unlease.co

Ethos Medical
Ethos is making spinal taps quicker and safer by providing an intuitive real-time needle guidance system for use right at the patient’s bedside.

Insight Optics
Insight Optics improves patient care with a platform for general practitioners to record and refer videos to local eye care specialists.
www.io.care

medsur Inc.
medsur Inc. is reimagining the tampon in order to increase menstrual confidence among women.
medsurinc.com

Precision Neurodynamics
An automated machine learning platform to help guide treatment for patients with Parkinson’s disease and other movement disorders.

AuxBox
AuxBox allows everyone to upload music to a real time queue where it can be played by the channel host.
auxbox.co

ILHA Cosmetics
Our purpose is to create a makeup primer that allows users to wear makeup without being exposed to acne breakouts by using natural materials.
www.ilhacosmetics.com

Local Comforts
Our mission is to give young individuals the opportunity to show pride in their hometown with localized comfortable clothing.
LocalComfortsUSA.com

myshadow
A mobile app to help makeup users find eyeshadow swatches that feature products on models with a skin tone similar to their own.
Smurna
Smurna is a clothing brand focused on repurposing second hand clothes.

Sonic Instruments
MO-Band is an innovative wireless wearable MIDI controller which allows user to control music by gesture. sonic-instruments.co

Tutti
A smart, wearable device that enforces beginning musicians to develop a proper playing posture for their hands. tutti-co.com

808
A social networking platform to help drive creative collaboration and personal brand empowerment for underground artists in Atlanta. www.the808wave.com
CREATE-X is a Georgia Tech initiative to instill entrepreneurial confidence in students and empower them to launch real startups.

**LEARN** provides knowledge through experiential learning, exposing students to startup concepts and teaching them the methodology of evidence-based entrepreneurship.

**MAKE** provides students the skills and technical expertise to overcome technological challenges that exist to turn their idea into a working product.

**LAUNCH** provides students the resources, mentorship, and confidence to launch their startups and take their products to market.

create-x.gatech.edu